This website utilizes cookies. By continuing to browse the website, you agree with the Cookies Notice of imatch,
innovation ignition, Lda. (hereinafter referred to as “imatch”).

A cookie is a fragment of data that a website places on your device to store information related to your preferences.

This website's visitors resort to different computers and Web browsers. To make their visits as simple as possible, a
log of the browser type (for example, Internet Explorer, Google Chrome) and operating system (for example, Windows, Macintosh) utilized, and the name of the domain of their Internet service provider is automatically saved.

Cookies collect generic information, including how you find and use the website, the type of device you use, and other
relevant information that allows us to correctly provide and adapt all the website's components or automatically fill
in data.

Cookies may be classified as:
•

Essential cookies - some cookies are essential to access specific areas, allowing navigation and use of your
applications, through login;

•

Analytical Cookies - These cookies are utilized to analyze how users use our website. They allow, for example, to monitor the website's performance, by knowing which are the most popular pages or detecting errors.
These cookies are utilized only for statistical analysis purposes, without ever collecting personal information. Thus, we may seek to provide a higher quality experience and/or identify and correct any issues that
may arise.

•

Permanent cookies – cookies that stay stored on devices (computer, mobile phone, or tablet), at internet
browser, and are used whenever the user revisits our website. In general, they are utilized to direct navigation according to the user's interests, allowing imatch to provide a more adequate service;

•

Session cookies - are temporary cookies that are generated and are available until the user logs off. The next
time the user accesses his internet browser, these cookies will no longer be stored. The obtained information
allows us to manage sessions, identify problems and provide an optimized browsing experience.

The following table provides an explanation of the Cookies utilized on our website and their purpose:
Cookie

Purpose

Duration

Type

2 years

Statistics

__ga

Used to distinguish users.

_gat

Used to control the solicitation rate.

1 day

Statistics

__gid

Used to distinguish users.

1 day

Statistics

Yes. If you do not want the website to store cookies, at any moment you may, through your internet browser, refuse
or delete them.
Please note that the refusal of usage of the website's cookies may affect, partially or totally, your navigation.
For more information regarding cookies, how to prevent them from being installed, or how to delete the existing ones
from his devices, the user may visit the following website: http://www.allaboutcookies.org.
You can find information regarding the control of cookies according to your internet browser at the following addresses:
Internet Explorer: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/278835
Chrome: https://www.google.com/chrome/intl/en-GB/more/privacy.html
Firefox: http://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/Clear%20Recent%20History
Safari: http://support.apple.com/kb/PH5042
Opera: http://www.opera.com/browser/tutorials/security/privacy/

If you have any questions regarding this cookie notice, you may contact us via email at privacy@imatch.pt.
Lisbon, Septembre 2021

